
COBRA Subsidies are a Reality So Now What?

While we wait for the DOL to release its new Model
Notices (due by May 1, 2021), we are working on
making all of the adjustments necessary to handle
notification requirements and ongoing service support
elements necessary to comply with the American
Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA).

Fortunately, both Igoe and its software partner went
through ARRA together in 2009 and can draw from
many of the tools and resources used during that time.
This will certainly help us expedite tooling all parties.

We are more than confident that we will be able to be well ahead of the June 1, 2021
compliance due date. Here's a little sneak peak of what you can expect:

1. Igoe will provide reporting to help employers identify past events that would qualify
for assistance under ARPA

2. Igoe will reclassify past events once they are identified which will trigger required
renotification

3. Igoe will provide the ability for partners and their data feed vendors to report
ARPA qualifying events ongoing

4. Igoe will provide reporting to help employer's with their Form 941 tax filings
5. Igoe will work with accountholders to issue credits or refunds where applicable
6. Igoe will provide proper carrier notification details to insurance carriers on behalf

of the Assistance Eligible Individuals (AEIs)
7. Igoe will continue to provide first tier carrier enrollment support and ongoing

member assistance
8. Igoe's communications will clearly communicate the terms and conditions of

qualifying as an AEI
9. Igoe will provide printable collateral and tutorials to help educate our partners and

support their ongoing service needs
10. Igoe will continue to remain committed to PERSONAL SERVICE as we walk

through this journey together

What Can Employers Do Now?

Employers should continue to report COBRA activity as normal. However, they may
want to take this time to look at past COBRA events that were triggered by "termination"
to see who their AEI population is. This will help all parties get one step ahead so that
we can quickly begin the renotification process.

https:


ARPA Unpacked

Your Igoe team is working on educational flyers, resources
and webinars that are specifically geared toward unpacking
this legislation and how it impacts our services. You should
expect meaningful updates each week.

In the meantime, we wanted to provide you with a link to a
comprehensive and well laid out overview of ARPA via an E
for ERISA blog post: Fun Facts about the COBRA Subsidy
written by Christine P. Roberts of Mullen & Henzell, L.L.P.

Dependent Care FSA Limit Increase

ARPA also allows a temporary increase to the Dependent Care
contribution limit for 2021 from $5000 to $10,500. While exciting,
here are some notes to consider:

the increase is temporary
the increase may impact nondiscrimination testing as it
could tilt participation in favor of highly compensated
individuals
it is elective and will require a plan amendment

UPDATE: We promised an update on that last bullet in last week's
newsletter. We will release formal adoption paperwork next week.
We hope, at that time, that we will be able to say that the IRS is
offering forgiveness for NDT failures resulting from the adoption of
this relief.

The Outbreak Period Redefined

EBSA sent out an announcement two weeks ago outlining how
ERISA's more restrictive 12 month maximum tolling period
limitation interacts with the Outbreak Period. As a reminder, the
Outbreak Period is the period of time from March 1, 2020 through
60 days after the National Emergency Declaration is lifted.

During the Outbreak Period, the following deadlines are not
enforceable:

The 60-day COBRA election deadline
The 45-day period to submit the initial COBRA premium
The 30-day grace period to submit monthly COBRA
premiums
The date for individuals to notify the plan of COBRA
qualifying events (such as divorce or disability)
For HIPAA special enrollment rights, the 30 or 60 day time
period to make election changes
For ERISA claims deadlines:

filing a claim
appealing a claim denial
requesting external review
filing information needed to complete/perfect an
external review request.

Igoe's systems were already adapted to accommodate the

https://eforerisa.com/2021/03/13/fast-facts-about-the-cobra-subsidy/
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/employers-and-advisers/plan-administration-and-compliance/disaster-relief/ebsa-disaster-relief-notice-2021-01


Outbreak Period. We have adjusted our internal review process to
ensure that deadlines are enforced for individuals whose original
deadline was 12 months ago or longer so that ERISA restrictions
are upheld.

Here are some resources for you if you wish to add a
communication piece to your termination packages or further
educate your employees about the Outbreak Period:

Member Flyer (COBRA)
Participant Flyer (Spending Accounts)

COVID Relief: Igoe's Response to the IRS Notice

As mentioned previously, the IRS finally released a 34 page
Notice outlining how the Consolidated Appropriations Act,
2021 works in application. The official release date was
February 18.

As expected, the relief matched Igoe's approach as outlined in
our Recommended Relief Package. What wasn't expected was
some additional flexibility now being offered to employers that

may want to provide relief on a more limited basis. As a result, we updated our resources and
added more to our toolkit. Our updated COVID-19 Resource Page is live and contains the
following support:

On demand webinars
Printable Collateral
Statements of Work to adopt relief for the first time
Statements of Work to adapt already adopted relief

For questions, simply reply to this email or contact me directly.
I am always happy to help,

Laura K. McKinlay
President/CEO

https://files.constantcontact.com/6731096f001/f43fc0d6-f04d-4f51-bf3d-23fd1eb0de7f.pdf
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